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ABSTRACT
We live in a highly networked world where users and their
devices interact with other devices with the help of services.
With the current trend of social networking and the engen-
dering of user generated multimedia content through per-
sonal mobile devices, services are not just confined to enter-
prise servers. In fact, services travel along with users and/or
devices that may act as both mobile service providers as
well as service consumers. This trend paves the way for the
next generation of Internet (Future Internet) where a very
large number of such mobile devices will provide and con-
sume ubiquitous services. The Future Internet (FI) is an
opportunity to address service discovery combined with mo-
bility enabling: (i) service providers to join networks and an-
nounce their services and (ii) service consumers to discover
and invoke services irrespectively of their location. This pa-
per focuses on service discovery for large scale network in
the context of Future Internet, taking into account protocol
interoperability and scalability.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.4 [Distributed systems]: [Distributed applications];
H.3.3 [Information Search and Retrieval]: [Search pro-
cess, Selection process]

Keywords
Future Internet, Scalable Service Discovery,Interoperability
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Since the design of the current Internet over 40 years ago,
it has been under a constant strain from diverse and ever
increasing services with stringent requirements. However,
the current trend of social networking and personalized ser-
vices [16] has lead researchers and industry alike to look for
more favorable solutions to ease the burden. Moreover, user
generated multimedia content and services using personal
mobile devices [8] are gaining a lot of momentum, indicat-
ing an increase in production and consumption of personal
multimedia content. As a result, researchers have suggested
several new design paradigms to build the Internet of the
future. Currently, many projects are working towards this
objective, leading to a lot of ongoing research to redesign
the current Internet architecture [1, 2, 3, 4].

Future Internet is presently seen as an evolution of current
Internet focusing on content, services, users, mobility and
their management instead of machines. However, there is
no agreement on what the technology of the future Internet
will manifest to. We assume that, in future Internet, service
consumers will be able to discover anytime, anywhere, re-
mote services irrespectively of their underlying Service Dis-
covery Protocols (SDPs). For example, a user may wish to
make the video captured by his camera directly available
to any member of his family, whether they are within the
same network or not. Therefore, any user can act as a ser-
vice provider, making its own content available to others.
Moreover, current network architectures are unsuitable for
enabling such services to be discovered and accessed when
the location of service provider and consumer and the net-
work characteristics may change at any time.

Existing network architecture mainly supports local and
Internet level service discovery, with no protocol support-
ing both. Hence, if a networked device acting as a service
provider moves from one network area to another, it can not
be discovered anymore. For instance, Service Discovery Pro-
tocols, such as SLP [15], WS-Discovery [7], and UPnP [21],
assume that service providers never move and are thus not
adequate for Future Internet. Some Internet level SDPs rely
on an overlay network architecture built through the use of
trackers and/or Distributed Hash Tables (DHT) to support
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service discovery across different network areas. However,
such SDPs must deal with high churn rates due to the fact
that networked devices can join and leave the system at
any time [24]. This issue remains a challenging problem
in DHTs despite the considerable research efforts that have
been made in the domain.

In Future Internet, devices will be able to provide services
in any networked environment supporting different SDPs.
Interoperability among these SDPs is a key issue as it must
be handled across various network paths from service con-
sumers to service providers and vice versa. To address this
issue, we utilize the existing components from the Future
Internet architecture proposed by an European Research
project, ALICANTE 1 [2] and enrich them with a new ser-
vice discovery mechanism. Our approach relies on network
reflection to detect protocols currently used by devices, and
dynamic instantiation of gateways according to the network
context to provide the adequate interoperability among SDPs
currently used. In this paper, we make the following contri-
butions:

• We enhance an existing Future Internet architecture
proposed in ALICANTE [2], to enable large scale ser-
vice discovery. Our proposed architecture enables SDPs,
initially designed for local area networks, to work across
any network area.

• We provide a new interoperability system that seam-
lessly integrates with the architecture, to translate on
the fly one SDP to another.

• We show the applicability of our approach by assessing
a preliminary prototype of our interoperability system.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
discusses related work. In Section 3, we describe a service
discovery mechanism for large scale networks as required by
Future Internet. Section 4 describes the components of our
interoperability system . Section 5 presents our prototype.
Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. RELATED WORK
Service discovery is a mechanism that enables service con-

sumers to find remote services without having any previous
knowledge of neither their locations nor their characteristics.
There are many Service Discovery Protocols (SDPs) avail-
able each having a specific discovery technique to discover
services in the network. SDPs can be dedicated for local
area networks or for large scale networks and can rely on ei-
ther centralized, decentralized or hybrid service directories
to store their service information. An extensive literature
survey [6, 20] gives an in depth analysis of different service
discovery protocols.

SDPs for local area networks. In a local area network,
SDPs that do not rely on any central service directory, such
as SLP 2 [15], WS-Discovery 3 [7] and UPnP [21], can be dis-
covered using two different modes: active or passive. In an

1ALICANTE: Media Ecosystem Deployment Through
Ubiquitous Content-Aware Network Environments
2SLP can also be configured to rely on a central service
directory (Directory Agent).
3WS-D can dynamically configures itself to rely on a central
service directory (Discovery proxy).

active mode, a service consumer that wants to interact with
a specific service provider, needs to broadcast/multicast a
search query on the network. Any service providers capa-
ble of providing the requested service, respond to this query
with its location information. The service consumer then
makes a unicast request to the service provider to retrieve
the information necessary to consume the service. In a pas-
sive mode, a service provider broadcasts/multicasts service
announcements into the network. A service consumer in-
terested in a particular service: (i) first listens for its an-
nouncements, and then (ii), once it gets a corresponding an-
nouncement, makes a unicast request to the service provider
to retrieve the information necessary to consume the service.
Alternatively, the service consumer may also cache the ser-
vice announcements for future use. Concerning SDPs that
rely on a central directory to stores service information, such
as Jini [17], Salutation [5] and Bonjour [11, 12], both service
consumers and providers need to multicast requests to find
an available service directory. Once it is done, on the one
hand, service providers are able to register their services
using a unicast request, and, on the other hand, service con-
sumers can make a unicast request to finally search available
services.

SDPs for large scale networks. Although the aforemen-
tioned SDPs have been very successful in home and enter-
prise networks, they do not scale well outside local area net-
works, and in particular in large scale networks. In fact,
roughly, service consumers use multicasting to discover ser-
vices which leads to network flooding. Hence the uses of
such protocols are not recommended for large scale networks
like, for instance, Internet. Over the past decade, track-
ers and Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs) (e.g., Chord [27],
CAN [22], Pastry [25], Tapestry [25], Kademlia [19]) have
been getting a lot of interest as a substrate to build over-
lay networks. Such networks provide particular protocols
to store, search and distribute service information across
the network overlays by either using overlay multicast range
queries or use flooding and random walks to enable service
discovery. These protocols have been very successful in large
scale networks due to their self-organizing, fault tolerance
and massive scalability properties. However, they introduce
additional processing overhead: they use extra packet head-
ers needed to manage the overlay. This creates a huge bot-
tleneck for resource-constrained devices as they embed little
memory and processing power. Furthermore, due to their
unique way of storing and distributing service information,
these protocols do not interoperate well with each other as
well as with other existing service discovery protocols. Al-
though UDDI [13] is designed for Internet level service dis-
covery it assumes that the service provider and consumer
already knows its location.

SDPs heterogeneity. The proliferation of SDPs to discover
diverse services across different networks is the source of a
major heterogeneity issue. Service consumers must be able
to discover anytime anywhere remote services irrespectively
of their underlying SDPs. Further, service providers must
be discoverable not only in their vicinity, but also outside
their local area network, such as a large scale network as
required by Future Internet. Interoperability among SDPs
is not new in the context of local area network [10]. How-
ever, existing solutions do not address SDPs interoperabil-
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ity crossing local network boundaries to large scale networks
and vise versa [10, 14]. Concerning SDPs based on overlay
networks, interoperability has never been considered due to
the very different nature of the DHTs used. To address the
issue of heterogeneity, we propose an approach that enables
local area SDP messages to be translated and forwarded in
a progressive manner across large scale network paths to
discover remote services whatever their physical location.

3. FUTURE INTERNET SERVICE DISCOV-
ERY ARCHITECTURE

In order to overcome the wide variety and the ever growing
number of heterogeneous protocols in the context of Future
Internet (FI), we utilize an existing Future Internet archi-
tecture proposed by ALICANTE [2] based on a backbone
that aims to federate multiple Home Network Environments
(HNEs). This backbone inherits key principles from Service
Oriented Architectures (SOA) and acts as a Service Network
Environment (SNE). A SNE defines a set of loosely coupled
self contained services by a service provider that use ser-
vice directories to publish the available content and services
(e.g. multimedia, QoS) to be searched and consumed by
end user devices. As illustrated in Figure 1 ® on one hand,
HNEs are densely populated by different kind of devices such
as smart phones, laptops, IPTV and cameras with either
wired or wireless interfaces, whereas, on the other hand,
SNEs are densely populated by services providers and di-
rectories. Service directories, inside a SNE, are organized
as a federation of directories irrespective of their underlying
service discovery protocols. Thus, directories enable service
providers to publish seamlessly their services over various
SNEs. Hence, services from SNE interact seamlessly with
devices from HNEs and vice versa through the use of gate-
ways that acts as an enabler. Such gateways, also called
residential gateway (usually delivered by Internet Service
Provider), connect HNE to SNE. In other terms, gateways
help devices in one HNE to discover services offered by other
devices that belong to another HNE.
We presume that, in Future Internet architectures interop-
erability will have to be accosted due to the constant inter-
action among diverse elements (devices, services, providers
and directories) in different environments. In order to ad-
dresses this issue and enable seamless interaction, we de-
signed an interoperability system that can be deployed on
devices in HNEs, SNE, and/or gateways. Figure 1 highlights
the different service discovery scenarios that can be encoun-
tered. In the first scenario (Figure 1 ¬), devices, which have
enough resources in terms of CPU and memory, can embed
interoperability system to interact seamlessly with their im-
mediate vicinity. Thus, devices can discover local services
available in their related HNE in a quick manner, as no in-
teractions with a SNE are required. On the contrary, in
Figure 1 , devices, which have limited resources, may in-
voke interoperability system deployed on the gateway avail-
able in their HNE to discover available services (i.e. either
local or remote) that rely on heterogeneous SDPs. Finally,
in Figure 1 ®, interoperability system is required in a SNE
to support seamless exchanges of service information within
the federation of service directories whatever the underlying
service discovery protocol being used.

To summarize, this architectural usage serves two main
purposes:

1. End user devices in a HNE can discover services with-
out needing to support all SDPs that are supported
by different service providers in the SNE or in other
HNEs.

2. Service directories joining the federation do not have to
worry about how services will be discovered by service
consumers, i.e. end user devices.

Joining or leaving the network anytime, anywhere, what-
ever the underlying protocols currently used is made pos-
sible through interoperability system. This interoperabil-
ity system instantiate dynamically specific components that
translate on-the-fly one protocol to another. The detailed
architecture of the interoperability system is explained in
the next section.

4. INTEROPERABILITY SYSTEM
In this section, we present our Interoperability system ar-

chitecture that enables service discovery in a heterogeneous
environment. Furthermore, we also present our response
message aggregation strategy which helps to aggregated ser-
vice information from different SDPs in the connected net-
works.

4.1 Architecture
We designed an Interoperability System architectured around

5 core components, namely: transport handler, SDP mon-
itor, protocol selector, collaborator and connectors. These
components are plugged together to form a five steps trans-
lation process (See Figure 2). Each of the component and
their functionalities are explained below:

Transport Handler. The transport handler is responsible
for identifying uniquely different service consumers. It re-
ceives incoming SDP requests and sends related responses
to the adequate service consumer.

SDP Monitor. The SDP monitor is a network monitor re-
sponsible for checking the availability of different service dis-
covery protocols in its environment. The SDP monitor is
designed to keep track of SDPs currently used. It periodi-
cally checks the networked environment for the availability
of new SDPs and maintains their response timeouts.

Connectors. A Connector translates one SDP to another
SDP. It is specific to a pair of SDPs. Thus, there exists
as many connectors as there exists different pair of SDPs
between which interoperability is required. A connector may
be a third party component. Currently, we leverage on the
z2z interoperable system [9] to act as a connector. However,
in our architecture, an interoperable service is not tightly
bound to z2z, and may rely on any other translator.

Protocol Selector. The protocol selector compares SDPs
used by service consumers with SDPs used by service providers
and take a decision about their compatibility. The compat-
ibility criteria is defined in the policy file and takes into
account message type,transport used (UDP,TCP) and mes-
sage timeouts. Based on its decision, the adequate connector
is instantiated via the collaborator.
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Figure 1: Future Internet: Service Discovery Scenarios with Interoperability System

Collaborator. Based on the decision made by the proto-
col selector, the collaborator instantiates and/or releases dy-
namically one or more connectors to translate one SDP to
another for one or more service consumers.

Figure 2 depicts the message flow among the components
during the service discovery process. A search request by
a service consumer is span into as many search requests
as there exists compatible SDPs in the networked environ-
ment. Correspond replies are then aggregated into a single
response and sent back to the service consumer. For in-
stance, in Figure 2, a service consumer that supports only
SLP makes a SLP request to discover services in the net-
work. The transport handler receives the initial incoming
SDP search request. This request is then forwarded to the
protocol selector that identifies the SDP used by this partic-
ular client (i.e. SLP). For each such request to the protocol
selector an event is triggered to the SDP monitor to check
for a list of available protocols in the network. Once this
list is known by the protocol selector, it makes a decision
as to what would be the most compatible protocols for the
incoming request. This decision is then forwarded to the
collaborator, which is responsible for instantiating the corre-
sponding required connectors. In this example, the protocol
selector decides that SLP is compatible with UDDI, UPnP
and WS-Discovery SDPs, and therefore instantiates in paral-
lel SLP-to-UDDI, SLP-to-UPnP, and SLP-to-WSDiscovery
connectors. Once the collaborator receives replies from the
instantiated connectors, it aggregates them into one single
response. This helps make maximum use of data utilization
in a message by increasing the amount of data concentrated
in a single response message, thereby reducing message cost
incurred during service discovery. The aggregated message
is then sent to the transport handler, which in turn forwards
the response to the relevant requesting service consumer.

4.2 Message Aggregation
In a request/response messaging paradigm the requesting

entity has to wait for a fix amount of time before receiving a
response for its request. If the response does not arrive be-
fore this fix time slot the requesting entity signals a timeout
and resends the request. However, if the same request is sent
to multiple nodes in parallel, response aggregation is consid-
ered as the preferred solution. Response message aggrega-
tion ensures that, several parallel responses of a particular
request are combined into a single response message, thereby
reducing the number of messages on the wire and preserving
scarce bandwidth. Several papers [18, 23, 26] have shown the
importance of messages aggregation in different network en-
vironments, but they rely on a single protocol with constant
timeout. However, in the message flow example depicted
in Figure 2, we employ an aggregation strategy for multiple
service discovery protocols to aggregate response messages
having different timeout.

Aggregation with timeout. For a response message to be
valid for aggregation it must arrive before the source SDP
signals a timeout. However, in a multi protocol service dis-
covery scenario (example Figure 2) response messages may
arrive after the source SDP timeout as different SDP have
different timeouts. In order to make the responses that ar-
rive after the timeout valid for aggregation we designed a
message aggregation strategy. Our aggregation algorithm is
explained below.

Message Aggregation Algorithm. Our Message aggrega-
tion algorithm 1 in the collaborator relies on the Protocol
Selector to retrieve a list of compatible service providers
SDP in the network and their timeout. The Protocol Selec-
tor makes sure that at least one service provider SDP has
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the timeout less then or equal to the service consumer SDP
timeout. Hence the collaborator knows that some responses
will arrive after the service consumer SDP timeout. In or-
der to counter this situation the collaborator maintains two
timers, the initial timer itimer and the final timer ftimer
(see line 1– 2). The itimer timer makes sure that a mes-
sage is sent without a message closing sequence before ser-
vice consumer SDP timeouts, while the ftimer timer makes
sure that the message sequence is closed with successful ag-
gregation. For the messages that arrived after the itimer
timer timeout to be valid for aggregation, the collaborator
will send the aggregated message from the buffer just before
the itimer timer times out. This message will be sent with-
out the message closing sequence and serves two purposes:
Firstly, the service consumer SDP timer will wait for the re-
maining message to arrive with a renewed timer and there-
fore will not retransmit the same request again. Secondly,
this will give enough time for the remaining messages that
arrived after the itimer timer timeout to be aggregated. For
instance, if a response from a service provider does not arrive
before the ftimer timeout the service provider is considered
to be down, and the collaborator assumes all the responses
are received and send the message closing sequence.

5. PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION
We now present a prototype implementation of our inter-

operability system service discovery architecture. The core
components of our prototype namely, transport handler, pro-
tocol selector, SDP monitor and the collaborator are imple-
mented in Java to take advantage of cross platform porta-
bility. We use the z2z interoperable system [9] to implement
connectors as it has been successfully demonstrated to pro-
vide good performance even on resource constrained devices.
To access our prototype, we have deployed: (i) two service
providers into a SNE, one compliant with UPnP and the
other compliant with WS-Discovery, (ii) one SLP service
consumer into a HNE, and (iii) our interoperable services
into a gateway that interconnects the aforementioned HNE
and SNE. In our testbed, the gateway is a Linux–based desk-
top machine with 3 network interfaces. Service providers are
connected to both of them and the service consumer is con-
nected to the gateway by the wireless interface. In order
to demonstrate our proof-of-concept we have tested the 3
following use cases, as illustrated in Figure 3.

Algorithm 1 Message Aggregation Algorithm

1: set itimer = Max Wait(Service consumer SDP )
2: set ftimer = Max Wait(Service providers SDP )
3: if Available Protocols ≥ 1 then
4: (i) Send Request(s).
5: (ii) Start itimer,ftimer
6: (iii) Wait for response(s).
7: end if
8: while receivedResponse do
9: if Response then

10: (a) Save Response to Buffer.
11: end if
12: if itimer then
13: func A()
14: continue.
15: end if
16: if packet size > packet size limit then
17: func B()
18: continue.
19: end if
20: if ftimer then
21: func C()
22: break.
23: end if
24: end while
25: func A():Send response message without closing se-

quence.
26: func B():Send response message with overflow flag set.
27: func C():Send response message with closing sequence.
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Figure 3: Testbed scenario

Use case 1 – The UPnP and WS-Discovery service providers
provide an identical service named A. The client requests
a service A (See Figure 3 ¶). The SDP monitor detects
the presence of two SDPs in the network and with the help
of the collaborator, two connectors, i.e. two z2z systems,
are instantiated to translate incoming SLP messages to ei-
ther UPnP or WS-Discovery messages, and UPnP and WS-
Discovery replies to SLP (See Figure 3, ¸ ¹ º »). At the
end, the SLP client receives a single response advertising
both services at different locations ¼.

Use case 2 – The UPnP service provider advertises a ser-
vice named A, and the WS-Discovery service provider adver-
tises a service named B. If the client requests the service A,
two connectors are instantiated to perform a SLP to UPnP
and a SLP to WS-Discovery translation. However, only one
of the two service providers send a reply that is translated
to the client.

Use case 3 – If one of the service providers goes down, the
SDP monitor detects that one SDP is not anymore used, and
consequently, its corresponding connectors is deallocated by
the collaborator.
Our Prototype was tested using an in-house simulator to
test the aforementioned use cases. For the simulations we
manually changed the timeout for one the service to ensure
that the reply could arrive after the initial timeout. For use
case 1, we manually changed the timeout of service B and
searched for the available services in the network. We then
repeated the procedure by changing the timeout for service
A and in both the cases we observed that our prototype suc-
cessfully sent the reply as a single response to the client. For
use case 2, we randonly searched for one of the two services
and our prototype successful in detecting the requested ser-
vice. while in use case 3, we randomly made one service
provider to go down and SDP monitor successfully detected
the correct SDP and deallocated the repective connector.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we propose a scalable service discovery

mechanism for large scale network using dynamic instan-
tiation of component by our interoperability system that
translate on–the–fly one SDP to another.
We present the design of our interoperability system and
described a proof-of-concept prototype implementation. We
tested our prototype using a in-house simulator and our pro-
totype successfully discovered services in different networked
environments using already existing service discovery proto-
cols. This service discovery mechanism will be used in AL-
ICANTE [2] to discovery services in different environment.
We are currently investigating how to extend our proposed

architecture to support both service invocation and service
delivery, so as to provide a full featured mechanism for ser-
vice access in the context of Future Internet.
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